HELIx™
Bringing the game forward

ARISTOCRAT
INNOVATION IS IN OUR DNA

You know us. We have a long history of making the Next Big Thing. We are experts in all categories of games. Cutting-edge content is our everyday pursuit. Our superb talent is restlessly creative and endlessly imaginative. So it should come as no surprise that we have transformed the game. Again.

We introduce Helix™, a cabinet system with a few amazing twists.
SPELLBINDING
BY DESIGN

When we say we’re bringing the game forward, that’s meant literally as well as figuratively. Helix™ is innovative, yes, but also striking for its difference – the screens float away from the cabinet surface, creating a dimensional experience of new planes and proportions. Players are treated to a continuous canvas of reels and bonuses. The displays are frameless, infinity-edged, so the visuals pop in ways never encountered before.

And what visuals they are. Many of Aristocrat’s most popular titles will slide effortlessly into the Helix™ cabinet. Existing games will have a fresh new look, while we have a canvas for those of the next generation and beyond.

Helix hardware at a glance:

• Infinity-edged frameless displays
• 23” 16:9 LED-backlit full HD displays
• 32” Super Screen™ model option
• Integrated selectable edge and pinstripe lighting for captivating visuals
• Immersive rear surface ambient lighting
• Stylish champagne finish
• Quad sound package with ported enclosed subwoofer
• Integrated LCD button deck as standard
• Optional 19.5” LCD topper

For more technical details, download the cabinet slicks by clicking the links below:
When we envisioned Helix™, we wanted it to be all things to every game. Its elegance is in its versatility. We ensured that the depth and breadth of our entire portfolio was suited – organically and beautifully – to Helix™. Imagine our much-loved, cutting-edge content. Our most popular and player-favourite games. Every series, C-SERIES™, J-SERIES™ and E*SERIES™, hitting every segment. Envision the brainchildren of our industry’s top talent, all on this alluring new platform, and you begin to see the possibilities.
When it came to Helix’s design, we made a wish list. Then a “wouldn’t that be cool” list. Then added a “what if?” list. Then we made it real. The result is a flexible do-it-all housing for all kinds of wondrous capabilities.

Of course it supports your player tracking system. It features an interactive LCD button deck and selectable settings for edge and pinstripe lighting, as well as the ability for you to control ambient glow during player attract mode. All lighting is efficient and cool LED, for maxed-out lifespan and eco-friendliness. And when your players settle in, they’ll be surrounded by our Quad sound package, complete with ported enclosed subwoofer. Audiophiles know that great sound makes a visual experience even more powerful.
All the bells and whistles in the world don’t mean much unless the player is comfortable. We sought the expertise of industry-leading ergonomic researchers to help us fine-tune the details. Based on a range of male and female player heights, we were able to build Helix™ so everything is well within ready reach.

We started with an optimal button deck height and surrounded it with a plushly padded bolster. We added a convenience hook, for safe stowing of accessories.

We created ample leg room clearance. The screens are at easy-view heights and angles, while the pinstripe and ambient lights are at levels that attract yet remain unobtrusive to the player.
FORWARD THINKING, BACKWARD COMPATIBLE

To complement its refined, player-friendly exterior, Helix™ also sports a turbocharged engine in the form of a new Gen8™ platform. Faster processing power, increased storage capacity and a vastly improved graphics handling engine means they can more than adequately deliver the complex video and audio features we are building into the games of tomorrow.

This means ever more game creativity and inspired ideas to help keep your players enthralled, now and in the future.

Looking forward doesn’t have to mean forgetting the past, however. Gen8™ is backwards compatible with a rich library of players’ favourite Gen7™ titles, so Helix™ is ready to install today with a raft of ready-made high performance games.
Right from its go-live, Helix™ boasts a breath-taking library of games incorporating a strong line-up of proven performers and a class selection of new gaming themes, with dozens more exciting titles being rolled out over the subsequent weeks and months.

The launch portfolio for General Europe spans the three key gaming segments of E*SERIES™ (entertainment games), C-SERIES™ (core games) and J-SERIES™ (jackpot games), as follows:

**E SERIES™**
- Sky Rider™
  - Golden Amulet™
  - Silver Treasures™
- Temple of the Tiger™
  - Tiger Prince™
  - Tiger Queen™
- Storm Queens
  - Frost Queen™
  - Sand Queen™
- Moon Maidens™
  - Mona™
  - Selene™
- Pearl Warriors™
  - Golden South Sea™
  - White Akoya™
- Magic Flower™
  - Secret of the Golden Flower™
  - Seduction of White Peony™

**H SERIES™**
- Multi-Play
  - Wonder 4™
  - Wonder 4™ Stars
- Multi-Game
  - Player’s Choice™ Diamond Edition
  - Player’s Choice™ Deluxe
- Mega Reel Power™
  - The Fabulous Fifties™
  - The Swinging Sixties™
- Super Feature™
  - Fortunes of Atlantis™
  - Sunset King™

**J SERIES™**
- Jackpot Streak™
  - Garden of Amazon™
  - Sparkling Royal™
- Quick Fire Jackpots™
  - Electric Boogaloo™
  - Golden Peach™

Combined with the Aristocrat On Demand™ downloadable solution, Helix™ can support an even wider games library, including many titles not yet available in standalone format, raising the total number of games available to install on European gaming floors right now to more than 50!
* LED/LCD Toppers are optional extras
HELIX™ SUPER SCREEN™ SLANT

1458 WAYS TO WIN!
Helix™ Low Boy Slant (Wonder Wheels)